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a brief timeline

week 7: redesign
week 3: cnc, cut
week 1: exploration

week 5: ﬁnish build

week 2: study model

week 8:
cnc again
week 4: cnc, cut, build

week 0: the
dozens of arce
415 courses that
came before us

week 9: ﬁnish
building

week 6: test, begin
again

recap video: tinyurl.com/arce415

week 100+
some thoughts

week 10:
you are here
:)

project description:

location: slo botanical gardens (slobg)

purpose: shell pavilion in the children’s
garden to use as an indoor/outdoor
classroom for children

goal: to help slobg with “education through
exploration”

form ﬁnding
form ﬁnding is designing the form of a structure in response to its
loading condition, in our case gravity loads. These types of structures
are said to be funicular. Several methods and materials
were used to ﬁnd funicular forms.
●

physical models: a plaster shell and a concrete shell

●
●

digital shells: (using rhino and grasshopper)
combination of physical and digital: (osb and plywood shell)

individual explorations into
grasshopper

the study models were created with the
purpose of examining the abilities of the catenary
curve function in rhino7. A catenary is a curve that follows the
shape of an idealized chain that assuming its own weight. the appeal of a
catenary is desired due to its nature of only carrying compressive loads.

grasshopper beam analysis

the plug-in karamba3D for rhino7’s
grasshopper was used for simple beam
analysis problems.
karamba has the ability to deﬁne
custom cross-sections, material types,
and boundary conditions, but also has
the option to pick from a list of presets
in the program’s library.
the output provided consists of shear
and moment diagrams, as well as
deﬂection and axial stress. the output
can be scaled larger or smaller for
clarity.
usi
cantilever with point load

simply supported with 2
point loads

truss analysis - testing the capabilities of grasshopper
the same type of analysis was performed on a 7-member steel truss
that was restrained on the bottom left and right corners with a
pinned connection. the connections between joints of the truss
members the load was applied evenly to the top corner joints of the
truss.
the output included axial, shear, and moment diagrams, as well as
axial stress and deﬂection diagrams.
this experiment showed that grasshopper has the ability to
complete structural analysis problems while having a visual to
accompany it.

study model | crescent board
our group worked to create a scale
study model of our chosen ﬁnal
shell shape.
the panels were laser cut using
crescent
board
and
then
assembled according to the
numbering convention

study model shots

the study model gave us a chance to experiment for the
best method to construct the real-scale shell structure.

shell 1

double shell assembly
couplers (aka h’s) are pre-numbered in rhino, with
numbers indicating to which panel each h connects.
in the diagrams below, 1XX and 2XX are the two
panel numbers, while 3XX is the corresponding h
number

1XX

the shell is assembled
by section number
ﬁrst, then each
section is connected
to the next one

3XX

3XX

13XX

2XX

1A-2XX

the ﬁrst number that
appears on the panel
corresponds with the
numbered section on
the labeled plan view
of the shell

11A-1XX

building the shells
students began assembling
the shell by sorting out each
panel by a or b-side, then
section number. the h’s were
laid out in groups of 10 by
number order for easy access
during construction.

sections were put together
b-side ﬁrst, with the h’s all in
the the bottom side before
the a-side was put on.

once all panels were in place,
¼“ dowels were put in through
the holes in the h’s. then the
panels were connected to one
another until the full shell was
together.

shell 1
construction on the ﬁrst
full scale model took 2-3
school weeks to complete.
the build took the entire
eﬀort of the class, with
smaller groups managing
small sections at a time.
footings
were
held
together with ratchet
straps connected to two
central chain rings.

testing the shell
●

●

ideally the shell should be tested with a uniformly distributed load, however
given the shape of this shell that is not possible. we settled on wrapping
cement bags, 94 lbs each, in heavy-duty trash bags and placing them on
the shell (by hand, and then using a crane) to try and mimic a uniformly
distributed load
failure occurred at 12 bags, a total of 1,128 pounds. however, this failure was
due to poor thrust containment rather than the strength of the actual shell.

improvements

shell 1 vs shell 2: footing redesign
from the ﬁrst model we found that the footings were root of
failure
new footing design gave us an edge to press the shell footing
up against and a hole for rebar to group the footings
together
for the new shell we made sure that footings were parallel to
each other so that it was easier to tie them together.

experimental double shells

after
reworking
the
grasshopper
code
to
incorporate changes from
our
ﬁrst
shell
we
experimented with new
double-shell forms in rhino

revised double shell assembly
a triangle pattern mesh was used to
lessen construction time as less couplings
would be needed
h’s were rounded out, and the shape was
adjusted such that the depth ﬂange
varied between each h
most of the h’s were made wider to avoid
breaking oﬀ during construction
a carrot was added to each h to indicate
which side went down
the same numbering system
consistent across both shells

was

the design of the shell did not divide the plan into numbered sections
like the ﬁrst shell, but students drew sections to simplify the assembly.
the footings were kept to one section each. (seen on the right)

shell 2

taking into account our hiccups from shell 1,
shell 2 came together much quicker! we
opted for using plywood for the material
and a tri-mesh for the panel design. the
couplings were also altered to have curved
edges for easier construction.

o pr

shell 2
inspired by felix candela’s cuernavaca, this shell
spans nearly 16’ and reaches it maximum height of
___ ft at it’s far end
due to the revisions done on shell two the
construction for this shell took only two days and
cnc-ing took only one week. A huge improvement
from the last shell which overall took around ﬁve
weeks to construct

this demonstrates a positive economic
and social impact as the shell can be
constructed rapidly (always strive to
ﬁnish construction as soon as possible
due to costs) and by anyone
anywhere thanks to the ease of
assembly (as long as they have
access to a cnc)

beneﬁts of building through form
ﬁnding
●

●

●

●
●

construction & demolition is estimated
to make up nearly 1/4th of the national
waste stream.
form ﬁnding leads to materials being
utilized more efficiently (rather than
using more materials to increase
strength). Therefore, material is *only*
used where needed
form ﬁnding consequently leads to a
reduction of material and lower carbon
emissions.
The beauty of these shells is that the
formwork is the structure.
this is becoming urgently important
with the booming population growth

thoughts for future applications
-

we believe that the shell building technique that we worked with this quarter can be used almost
anywhere in the world. All that one needs to make a shell is the material (plywood and dowels),
the g-code, and access to the cnc.

-

since the structure is only made of wood is is a very sustainable type of building, though it is
possible that the panels could be made of another material which might hold up to weathering
over time better. another option could be cladding the shell with a cementitious material.

-

this is not the end of this project, but the beginning. as a group we are excited to see what comes
of this method as others take on the project and are able to put their mark on it.
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